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Abstract—Virtualization plays a very vital role in the big
cloud federation. Live and Real-time virtual machine migration
is always a challenging task in virtualized environment, different
approaches, techniques and models have already been presented
and implemented by many re- searchers. The aim of this work is
to investigate various parameters of Real-time and live data
migration of virtual machines in stateful and data context at the
application level. The migration of one virtual machine to
another requires some time depending on the network
bandwidth, guest availability, hardware limitation overcomes,
resource allocation, server reallocation, hypervisor compatibility
and many more. To enhance and ensure the performance and
optimization of the time this work presents the some analysis
in the form of different time stacks in multiple piece of data
stored in the virtual machines. To optimize the migration time
virtual machine checkpoints are used in order to achieve the
better results by using the xen hypervisor memory technique
which dynamically allows the migration of the configured
memory while the allocated memory could be discarded for a
while. By this the bad memory remains un-migrated only the
good memory consisting the used data would be migrated by
means of Real-time.
Keywords—component; Cloud Computing; Virtualization;
Virtual Machine Monitor VMM; Xen; VMResume; Xen Save and
Restore; DC Data Centers Copy on Write CoW

I.

INTRODUCTION

As the demand of cloud computing is increasing, storage
and communication resources within data centers (DC) are
developing new ways for the distributed resources of
computing and sharing infrastructure by using virtualization.
Virtualization actually was deployed for the cost saving. But
very soon organizations realized that it is also effective in
terms of speed, flexibility and robustness. In general,”
virtualization” refers to the process of turning a hardwarebased entity into a software-embedded component and this is
encapsulated in an entity called Virtual Machine (VM). By
using Virtual Machines technique the resources are utilized in
much more effective manner [2]. Virtualization has attracted
considerable interest in recent years, particularly from the data
centers and cluster computing communities. Since clusters are

costly to own, therefore transferring and sharing access to a
single general cluster is an optimal solution when demands
vary time by time [3]. In other words, sharing of access or
clusters is known as migration of virtual machines, means
moving a VM from one source host to another sink host. If
one VM has lot of load to carry, it can move and share some
of load to another VM for better performance and results.
Migration is also useful in maintenance of VMs. Additionally,
if one VM fails, then through live migration the VM host
failure recovery could be achieved. Live migration makes
these invisible and seamless to users and end users [4]. Hence,
this research typically focuses on the problems and different
approaches to analyze the performance of the parameters for
the Real-time on live data. Additionally, virtual machine
migration between the single/multiple virtual machines on the
basis of data availability, state maintenance in terms of time
using multiple scenarios of data context in virtualized
environment.
Virtual machine live migration in the cloud federation
virtualized environment is always a much spirited task.
Live migration of Virtual Machines plays vital role by
providing virtual machine robustness. The main objective
behind this research is to investigate and analyze
different parameters achieved after implementation of live
virtual machine migration. Specifically, this work aims to
conduct the analysis for the optimization of migration
time and live migration down time in the multiple
scenarios such as:
– Time required for the Data Migration
– Time required for the State Maintenance
– Time Required for the Network Migration
In order to achieve the optimization and results in
terms of time required by migration this research aims
to perform the Migration between the virtual machines
with the different amount of data and memory.
To implement the Virtual Machine Migration in the
Cloud environment ini- tially tools required are:
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– Ubuntu Cloud server 14.04 LTS TrustY
– Virtual Machine Monitor/Hypervisor Xen
Xen is the enhanced and updated type1 hypervisor
which helps in creation of guest VMs and provide full
access to the created guest VMs. It has the capability to
save a Virtual Machine in a running state. After taking
the snapshot of the saved Virtual Machine xen migrates
that Virtual Machine to the another Virtual Machine in
Real-time.
This technology of xen called the xen
Virtual Machine Xen save and resume.
II.

RELATED WORK

This section aims to describe some related work about
the virtualization in the big cloud federation as well as the
virtual machine live migration in the virtualized cloud
environment and cluster based system. The idea behind
this chapter is to present the earlier work for the
sharing of resources between the
virtual machines in
terms of real-time and some discussion on enhancement in
live migration. For the shared resources and to avoid the
congestion of huge work load from a virtual machine
various models and techniques have been specified by
numerous researchers to study the workload and to
present the overhead solutions.
A. Background & overview: live migration
As far as migration is concerned, it also took place in
terms of offline migration, typically non-real-time. Web
suspends/resume highlights on saving/resumption the
current computing position and state on unspecified
hardware [5]. Sapuntzakis et. al. attends to end user
mobility and system management by encapsulating the
computing atmosphere into capsules that could be shared
between distinctive guests [6]. Schmidt et. al. by deploy
capsules, in the form of interrelated processes with their
network addresses i.e., IP and the entire network states,
as the shape of migration decades [7]. In the same way,
Zap uses process groups (pods) as well as their state at the
kernel level in the shape of migration decades [8]. In all
these proposed preceding, the running
execution
suspended for a while and the processes which is in use
in the form of applications within the VM remained unprogressed.
To get the always availability of the data and other
computing resources, presently many techniques of live
migration exits in the virtualization-based environment
[9, 10]. From all two of the illustrations are live migration
in Xen [11] i.e., xen motion and migration of VMwares
i.e., Vmotion [12], which migrates in the same manner as
pre-copy strategy. For the duration of migration, pages
of physical memory transfers from the one primary sink
host to the another new host (backup), while the state
of the
VM is running
on the
sink host
(primary).Memory pages which are replicated during the
migration of VMs should ensure their consistency and
integrity. After that iterative procedure of VM shar- ing
phase,
stop-and-copy phase
will be initiated and
executed for a while and that caused VM suspended, the
remaining pages of the configured memory are transferred

, due to this the machine monitor (Hypervisor) of the
destination (backup) VM generate
a signal for the
resumption of the executed VM. Though, the pre-copy
takes minimal downtime of VM being migrated in
comparison of the others [13].
In addition with pre-copy procedure according to
Kemari, there are some previous related techniques
which proposed the better solution for optimization
during the migration [14–20]. Such as post-copy migration
technique has pointed out the cons of pre-copy migration
[21, 22]. Some experimental results shows that the
downtime taken by post-copy migration for a VM being
migrated is less than the time spend by the pre-copy
migration [21]. However, pre-copy
implementation
supports the (PV) para-virtualized users as the catching
memory method is involved which accesses and manages
a memory based pseudo-paging system within a guest.
Since, as the upgraded/patched version of OS needed by
the post- copy procedure so due to this it could not be
commonly used as the pre-copy. Hines et. al. introduces
the design by combining the post-copy and pre-copy
mutually [21]. By this combination an adaptive pre-paging
method proposed by them, which maintains the access
patterns of the user applications.
B. Improved live vm migration
Now apart from that Remus is of the official Xen
warehouse [23]. It gains the huge and always availability
by keeping an copy of the updated VM along with its
running state on the secondary host computer i.e.,
(backup), which is alert and activated whenever the
primary host get failed and its state being destroyed. LLM
initially updates the memory after that copied dirty data
and then uses the pages of the memory excluding copying
[24]. Although, the tracking of the bad data is not so
much efficient, the onwards goal is to further enhance
and save the memory and processing time as well as
power by analyzing the performance in the different
decades of data context within the VMs would be
migrated from sink to backup.
Lu et al. also achieved the always availability by using
three state memory synchronization [28], like in systems
Remus: bad memory tracing, active VM backup along
with tentative transfer of the state. This method
describes main idea o f the proposed work in the paper and
tells us about the actual pros of the migration, however, it
implies with the associated memory migration overhead.
For instance, in the shared environment the swapping of
workload and its estimation, the memory overhead is more
than the 50%. Since the main and configured memory is the
essential resource, the ratio in high percentage overhead is a
trouble. To overcome the memory issues in the systems
which are Xen-based, several ways are available to
inflexibility memory redundancy in guest VMs, like as
patching and sharing of memory pages. Some previous
efforts have shown the potential memory sharing in
virtualized systems. Some changes in working sets were
inspected and their results demonstrated that changes
were essential for the host to host VMs migration [11, 26].
For the guest virtual machine with 512MB allocated
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memory, roughly changed low load with 20MB, roughly
changed medium load with 80MB, roughly changed high
load with 200MB. Therefore, the workloads normally take
places between these boundaries. The previous evaluation
also makes known the amount in memory changes with
different workload running in the VMs (within minutes)
[11, 26]. Within two minutes none of the VM make changes
in the memory more than 4MB. The Content-Based Page
Sharing (CBPS) technique also revealed the memory
sharing potentially [21]. CBPS typically based on the
technique known as Compare-by-hash introduced in [23,
24]. As claimed, the CBPS was capable to recognize form
all pages 42.9% as much as sharable, and reclaimed from
the all pages 32.9% doing real-world workload in the ten
instances of Windows NT. Nine guests VMs were capable
to illustrate the sharable pages as much as 29.2% and
reclaimed when decreased from nine to five guest VMs as
18.7%, and the resultant numbers were 10.0% and 7.2%,
correspondingly.
For Sharing the memory pages in the efficient manner,
nowadays, the technique known as CoW (Copy-on-Write)
was broadly adopted in Xen Hypervisor [27]. Unlike the
OS that uses CoW method for the sharing of memory
pages in a conventional way, in virtualized environment,
pages are shared between the multiple guest VMs. as an
alternative of using CoW to migrate the memory pages
between the VMs, here we use the same idea but in the
more efficient manner like by sharing the pages between
smaller blocks. The Difference Engine illustrated the
potential saving in memory obtainable from the leveraging
a mixture of page patching, sharing and in-core level
memory compression [13]. It also reveals the vast potential
of exploiting memory redundancy in guest VMs. On the
other hand, Difference Engine also faces difficulty problems
when using the patching technique because some
additional modification required by Xen.
III.

saved check-point file of VM, and then retrieve the rest
of data which includes device and CPU data. The VM
cannot start without the required device and CPU states,
it cannot be initialized until all data have been retrieved
from memory along with its all previously stored memory
pages have been set up. Presently, Xen hypervisor uses
this method for VM resumption from a check-point file.
we can summarize that the same issue of the checkpointing
VM mechanism also takes place in VM
resumption: as amount of contents of VM memory
dominate the stored and saved data in check-point file,
when assigned memory to VM increases, the time
consumed on restoring its saved data rapidly develop
into bottleneck. As illustrated in figure 1, with the
increase of size of VM memory, the time took by
command xm restore would also increase linearly. For
small amount of memory (i.e. with a size of VM memory
128MB), but while retrieving in gigabytes from a saved
check-point file (i.e. 10s in the 1GB), there is a significant
increase in time to resumption.
However, in the first solution, which t y p i c a l l y
restores data from memory before the device and CPU data,
which results in-effective. Also, it is very difficult to consider
data before the CPU and device while restoring the data
memory in reverse order.

CONTRIBUTIONS

In this section of paper we aim to describe the work
done during the conduct of this research. Specifically, few
proceeding overviewed and detailed described in this section
in order to achieve our aims and objectives. To overcome
the issues faces during the Live migration we discussed an
adaptive way of Live migration to improve the Load
balancing, optimize the Downtime, VM disk/data
migration. Furthermore, this section also defined
resumption of a VM into another VM in the Real-time.
The key idea behind this research work i.e., Live migration
in data context is discussed in this section as well.
A. Virtual machine resumption
While during the resumption of saved VM using a
stored checkpoint file from slow-access storage, the saved
states in a checkpoint file should be retrieved. Those
saved states are virtual/shared CPU states, the states
for emulated de- vices as well as contents of memory
disk of VM. Usually, most of the data saved in the
checkpoint file retrieves from contents of VM memory.
Therefore, a straightforward method for the resumption of
VM is to restore first all the saved memory data from the

Fig. 1. Comparison of mechanisms for VM resumption

That means, letting the VM to boot initially to load
required necessary devices and CPU states, after this
loading, now restore the data of memory pre saved in
check-pointed file after VM starts. In a certain case,
when the VM requires to access a page from memory
which has not still been loaded, then this corresponding
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data is retrievable from on-disk check-point file and get
sets up the pages. This solution provide the benefit as it
starts of VM very quickly, and always keeps it in running
state while restoring the data memory. Moreover, since
in this manner, the VM only require the restoration of
small and less amount of necessary device and CPU
states to start VM, its performance would not be affected
by the size of VM memory.
However, in contrast with the first solution, the second
one has some demerits. In the first solution, after the
startup of VM (although it takes 10s or even few minutes),
the works well and as better as before checkpointing. In
comparison, with the second solution, the VM appears
and supposed to be in running state after restoring the
necessary device and CPU states. However, when it
wants to accesses a page from memory which has not still
be stored, a page fault immediately occurs. Then the in
process execution must be paused by hypervisor, then the
checkpoint file restores the memory pages, and then it will
be resumed. Since at the beginning significant number of
page faults occur due memory data is not restored by VM
at first, which degrades somehow VM performance. Our
performed experiments shows, for a VM consist of 1GB
RAM, the VM runs so much slow to be useful in duration
of first 10 seconds. Almost all of this time in seconds was
consumed on restoring the necessary required memory data.
To pick the dual benefits of both solutions for VM
resumption and
to over- come their limitations, a
mechanism for dual purpose is hybrid resumption called as
VMresume.
Our aim is to start a VM in the running state as soon as
possible, but to avoid degradation in performance caused
by page faults when VM starts. Our basic aim and
purpose is to examine the memory pages which have
high possibility to access at the beginning period after
the VM startup, restore those pages form check-point
file, and then boot the VM by loading the necessary
required device and CPU states. By reason of preloading
all likely-to-be-accessed pages of memory, we ensure the
after the startup of VM, there could not be as much as
page fault found in the second solution. Also, we can
ensure the earlier startup of VM compared with first
solution, this is due to reason we do not preload all the
data from memory which is saved in the checkpoint file
before the restoring the device and CPU states. This
hybrid mechanism for resumption provides some benefits
in data context by ensuring the high availability of memory
pages during the resumption in the running state.
So now, for the likely-to-be-accessed pages from
memory, how it can be determined? Their determination
can be achieved by principle of temporal locality, pages
recently updated are likely to get updated in near future.
Therefore, we can trust on the facts on the recent activities
of memory access to forecast the upcomin activities for
memory access. For suppose we get an upgraded
checkpoint and now we wish to VM resume from the
latest checkpoint. According to the principle temporal
locality, pages which would have highest possibility to

be access during the initial period, so those memory
pages get accessed during the latest checkpoint interval.
Thus, while receiving the checkpoint file from a
checkpointing interval, we maintain a record of the
memory pages recently likely to be accessed during that
interval, and use that maintained record to forecast such
memory pages which are likely to accessed after the VM
resumption. This needs a predictive mechanism for
checkpointing.
B. Virtual machine disk migration
In comparison with live migration in LANS (Local
Area Networks), migration for VM possess additional
challenges in WANS (Wide Area Networks).
While
migrating a VM within a LAN network, the storage in
disk for both source and destination/target VMs are often
shared by network-attached storage (NAS) or SAN
(Storage area Network) media. Therefore, in LAN-based
migration most part of the data that requires to be
migrated is derived from run-time state of memory of
VM. However, while migrating a VM within a WAN
network, besides the state of memory, entire disk data,
along with file system and I/O devices state, should also
be migrated, this is due to they are not shared between
both source and destination/target VMs. The disk data,
particularly for I/O likewise applications, is commonly
very large (e.g., in order of 100s of GBs). Therefore,
LAN-based VM migration approaches that can only
migrate the data from memory (usually in order of GBs)
may not be go well with when applied to WAN-based
VM migration.
A straightforward method to m i g r a t e a V M a t t h e
d a t a c o n t e x t l e v e l is to suspend the VM on source
host machine, then transfer the s t o r e d data in local disk
memory (in the form of a self-contained image file) on
the network, them towards the destination/target host
machine, after then reload memory and file system to
resume the VM [6]. Although, these stop-and-resume faces
long downtime. In order to decrease the larger amount of
data within a disk that is going to be transmitted, many
optimization techniques
have
also been
earlier
introduced-i.e. data compression while migration and
content-based comparison between disk data and memory
[25, 26]. However, sometimes these optimization techniques
introduces either computational or memory overheads.
Therefore, it really needs to develop new scenarios for
migration of VMs with their potentially larger file systems
with acceptable overhead and minimal downtime.
In order to achieve quick live migration within WANs,
the disk data with larger amount that is going to be
transferred over the WAN should be reduced. Traditional
migration techniques in LAN-based systems include in
previous work uses checkpointing/resumption approaches
discussed earlier to migrate data of memory [23, 24].
Moreover, to migrate the shared disk they use some
incremental checkpointing mechanism to decrease the
updated memory data that has to be transferred during
each migration stage. These incremental checkpointing
are often used for the virtual disk migration to gain
the low downtime, but the problem occurs when larger
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data in disk and memory combined can still prevents in
unacceptable total migration time.
C. Live migration in data context
In order to get effective live migration as well as
high availability of computational resources along with
rapid resource allocation VM resumption is the most
important feature
in virtualization. Also, it is a
straightforward approach for the maintenance of data
consistency in data sharing context and application
context from source machine to the destination/target
machine.
However, by implementing the predictive
checkpointing technique and hybrid solution for VM
resumption i.e. VMresume, we get the data in run-time
with application context without any unacceptable
migration downtime. This is our main goal behind this
work.
Since in contrast with previous work and citations,
we aim to present a new technique based on incremental
checkpointing mechanism to share the data pages during
the
resumption i.e. a predictive
checkpointing for
resumption of VM mechanism. In this mechanism, we
assume VMresume, when the system initialized, first of all
the complete image of data in VM memory as well as
emulated devices/CPU states saved by the VMresume to
on-disk file, which becomes the VM initial checkpoint.
After that, it checkpoints the VM at constant and fixed
frequency. Then all off the memory pages are set to be as
read-only at the start of the checkpointing interval (i.e.
which typically shows the time between the previous and
leads to next checkpoint). Thus, if there is found any write
mode in memory pages, it triggers an alert, that alert is
coded for page fault. By leveraging shadow-paging feature
in Xen, VMresume captures whether a page settle as
read-only and tracks either it a dirty or otherwise.
Whenever write mode found in a read-only page, alert
triggers a page fault and it would be reported to VMM,
then
that page is set up as writable.
Thereafter,
VMresume adds the address of the triggered faulted page in
the list of changed pages and discards the write mode
protection from the page for the application proceeding in
write. The list of changed pages which are modified
during that particular interval updated, at the end of
that interval. VMresume copies to the checkpoint state of
all changed pages, and resets again all pages as read-only.
This provides high availability of data resumption during
the migration.
By using this incremental checkpointing approach, it
helps to find the entire write mode accessed pages in
memory during the latest checkpoint interval. These all
write accessed pages are probably to get accessed after VM
resumption. However, write accessed pages are often a
small section of pages that are likely to get accessed after
resumption of the VM. Besides this, there are some more
pages in memory which are purely read accessed during
the same checkpoint interval. The pages which are read
accessed are not recorded by in our used checkpoint
method, but they should also get preloaded while
resuming the VM to decrease the potential paging faults
on those pages.

Live migration in data context perspective from our
work proposes a quick VM resumption by taking the
snapshot/VM image. Here in our performed experiments
as shown in f, A and B, we take 3 host VMs in the active
state and enough configured.
From the data context
perspective, we assigned VMs with memory of 1GB, 2GB
and 3 GB respectively. The assigned memory is al- located
memory which is a complete memory of that particular
VM. But, from the allocated memory some portion of
memory either has data pages or
otherwise. Portion of
memory that has some data pages is configured memory.
We proposed VMresume with the mechanism of allocated and
configured memory. As discussed above about the readaccessed and write-accessed memory pages. The entire
allocated memory is read-accessed while the configured
memory is write accessed. While performing the Live
migration from the
source machine to the
target/destination machine some our work focus on
transferring the con- figured memory pages which has the
actual data that has the high possibility to be accessed
rather than the allocated memory. This solution overcomes
and overheads unacceptable downtime during the
migration, data duplication and trigger page faults.

Fig. 2. Comparison of VM resumption from configured m em o r y

Therefore, figure 2 illustrates the migration downtime
needs to transfer the configured memory. The configured
memory is the main focus behind our pro- posed work,
which includes the facts and figures that does not involve
any bad memory. All of the memory is configured means
the data is also configured data (useful for the user). As
shown in the figure 2, the comparison of configured data
migration is meanwhile seems to be not too high, the
both lines are coinciding with each other, this could
happened due to the memory migration based on the
configuration memory which saves the computational and
migration downtime in the meanwhile which can also
overcome the load balancing of VMs and also helps in
performance degradation.
Additionally figure 3 illustrates comparison of VMs
with allocated memory rather than the configured. The
allocated memory consist all the memory storage which is
assigned to a particular VM, and data within the
allocated memory consist all over the memory that can
be either user needed or otherwise. As shown in figure
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the migration downtime consumption is quite high due to
big storage and raw data and the lines are too far to each
other,
so in the resultant it presents performance
degradation due to the high storage and raw allocated
migration.

and techniques (i.e. Xen Hypervisor) and estimated results
are presented. We measured
some overhead and
migration downtime by using under FGBI, and analyzed
and compared the achieved results with that under Remus
and LLM.
A. Experimental setup
We have designed an experimental setup which includes
two hosts. One host is primary or master and second one is
used as backup. The two hosts are Intel core2 Duo
processor 2.6 GHz and 4 GB RAM. The two hosts are
connected through a 2 Mbps network connection. The
network connection is used for migration of the Primary
host to the second host.
TABLE I.

Fig. 3. Comparison of VM resumption from allocated memory

Moreover in the summary
of our performed
experiments aims the migration of configured memory
(i.e. memory that has the actual data and writeaccessed pages) rather than the allocated memory (i.e.
memory that has whole VM data read-accessed and
write-accessed pages), while migration of entire allocated memory results a high downtime etc. Therefore,
to perform an efficient migration we propose VMresume
mechanism
with migration of configured memory
technique. Therefore, By implementing this, at the end
of checkpoint interval, for the data pages (i.e. writeaccessed) in the interval, VMresume saves in checkpoint
file and observes their R/W bit. For those memory
pages whose A bit set to 1, then VMresume determines
whether they are read-accessed or write-accessed. If pages
are write-accessed, then they are already saved in checkpoint file and going to be migrated. If they are readaccessed, VMresume keeps copy of those pages readaccessed pages for future prediction purpose whenever
resuming VM from corresponding checkpoint file. It is
completely unnecessary to save the read-accessed memory
pages contents because they are not updated and
modified during migration checkpoint interval.

Parameter /
VM
ID:
Name:
Hypervisor:
OS Type:
State:
CPU:
CPU Time:
Virtual
Memory
(RAM):
Allocated
Memory
(ROM):
Disk Space:
UUID:

Guest vm1

Guest vm2

Guest vm3

2
Testvm1
Xen
Hvm (Ubuntu)
Running
1
11.2 s

3
Testvm2
Xen
Hvm (Ubuntu)
Running
1
12.5 s

4
Testvm3
Xen
Hvm (Ubuntu)
Running
1
14 s

524288 KiB

524288 KiB

524288 KiB

1048576 KiB

2097152 KiB

3145728 KiB

1 GB
192.168.0.60

2 GB
192.168.0.30

3 GB
192.168.0.20

B. Experimental results
Here VMs are migrated in two situations. The first
one when there is no work load on VMs and second one
when there is workload of different applications on VMs.
VM Migration with no Load Live Migration is the
practice of transfer of the Virtual Machines active memory
state and accurate execution state over a high- speed
network, which permits the VM to shift from running on
the source host to destination host. Live migration of a
VM has some time parameters named as Real, User and
Sys. These parameters have different values, depending on
the virtual RAM and hard disk of the VM.

While resuming the VM, VMresume initially reloads
all of the write-accessed pages (i.e. they are newly saved in
checkpoint file), also other likely-to-accessed by tracking
the record of all read-accessed pages. Then the VM will be
resumed and started with required CPU/devices states
along with the data resumption which is typically
configured
and
likely-to-be-accessed
with
any
unacceptable downtime and delay.
IV.

SPECIFICATIONS OF GUEST VMS

TABLE II.

SPECIFICATIONS

OF

GUEST VMS

Real

User

Sys

Testvm1

10.378s

2.068s

5.252s

Testvm2

19.789s

3.015s

9.651s

Testvm3

28.651s

3.859s

14.798s

EXPERIMENTS & OBSERVATIONS

In this section, the performance from the proposed work
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Live migration consists of three parameters: migration
of entire VM, state migration and memory migration. The
memory migration also depends on the hard disk and RAM
of VM. As mentioned earlier and our main focus is to
overall migration the figure 5 states that how much
time VMs take to transfer the memory state. Moreover,
it is illustrated from figure 5 the individual parameters are
plotted of each of all three VMs. Hence the size of each
VM is different the time taken by each parameter for each
depends on the size and processing speed in order to
achieve the better mean time while performing the
migration.

Fig. 4. Migration Time taken by XenServer in our system

Real: It is the time taken by host VM for live
migration of guest VM. User: It describes the time taken
by host VM for state migration of guest VM. Sys: It
expresses the time which is taken by host for memory
migration of guest VM.
The table 2 specifies the three migration time
parameters of the entire guest VMs. The parameters
specify that how much time it takes to migrate the entire
VM from source to destination.
By plotting the above parameters data in pictorial form
it looks like as follows:
From figure 4, one can estimate the total migration
time, state migration time and memory migration time
taken by the VMs in our system. The three VMs named as
Testvm1, Testvm2 and Testvm3. All the VMs are of
different sizes consecutively of 1GB, 2GB and 3GB.
Greater the virtual hard disk is longer time is taken by
Xen Hypervisor to migrate, as shown in fig 4. Here in the
result, the three parameters we achieved are the Real
(time taken by Data migration), user (time taken by the
Network migration), system (time taken by the State
migration). All the parameters and their data in
accordance with time are shown meanwhile in figure 4.

Fig. 5. Downtime of VMs with different memory size m

While the VM is migrated from source host to
destination host, the both hosts will be down. In other
words, the hosts will not be able to communicate or run
any application. This downtime also depends on the RAM
and hard disk of virtual machine (VM). The graph below
(Fig 5) shows the down time of migration time
parameters of the three VMs. The Testvm1 is smaller is
size as compared to Testvm2 and Testvm3, therefore it
takes lesser downtime of the parameters (Real, Sys and
User).

Hence the primary motivation behind this proposed work
is to perform live migration the data context level. So figure
6 shows the memory and data migration of all of three
VMs. Therefore, here two parameters Real and sys are
plotted which typically shows the data migration and
memory migration. In order to mi- grate the data between
the VMs the hypervisor will check either the memory is
configured or otherwise then the migration will be
performed accordingly. If the hypervisor found the memory
which configured and then perform migration so we can
assume this strategy ensures the best results and
performance.

Fig. 6. Memory Migration of Xen Hypervisor

V.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work presents some set of methods and approaches
for the analysis off VM live migration in data sharing
perspective between the VMs in run-time. Further- more
live migration in data sharing perspective without any
unacceptable halt, delay and performance degradation.
This happened possible with VM resumption techniques
i.e. save and restore technique and VMresume hybrid
solution. The design, implementation and analysis of our
proposed techniques ensure the high availability with
unacceptable downtime and performance degradation. This
happened possible with the help of Xen hypervisors save
and restore commands and VMresume mechanism. In
this research we analyzed and aim to propose that, from
our performed experiments and evaluations it can be
analyzed that we can achieve minimal downtime with
unacceptable performance
degradation and high
availability of data
and resources by migrating the
configured memory of VM (i.e. likely to be accessed
memory pages or real/occupied data) rather than the
allocated memory (i.e. entire assigned data may be blank
space) while performing the live migration
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